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Parking
Interview Questions:

		
Who taught you how to park? Who do you park beside?
		
		
		
		
		

In what part of the school lot do you most often park? Tell me about your parking philosophy (close, far way,
etc.). What problems have you experienced while trying to park?
When did you first learn to park your car? Describe for me the most embarrassing parking incident you have
had. Tell me about a time when you got a parking ticket.
Where is the most difficult place to find a parking space? Describe the weirdest place you have parked your car.
Why do you find parking easy/difficult?
Describe step-by-step how you parallel park. How much practice did it take for your to master parallel parking?
Tell me about how you did on your driver’s exam on the parking experience. How long will you wait for
a parking space? How much have you paid in parking tickets since starting to drive? How do you feel
about a car that automatically parks itself?

Poll/Survey Question:

		
Do you obsess over getting the car perfectly within the parking lines?
			
			
			

Definitely
Never
It all depends (explain)

Photo Possibilities:

		
Parallel parking looking in the rear view mirror
		
		
		
		
		

Squeezing out of the car in a tight parking space
Someone coaching a driver into a parallel parking space
Putting money in the parking meter
Getting a ticket from under the windshield wiper
Practicing parking

Module Ideas:

		 Infographic results of the pool/survey
		 Photo collection of parking photos
		 Photos with quotes about driving test and parking tickets
		 Anecdotes about learning to park
		 News feature about all aspects of parking
		 Parking lot sketch with pull-outs where drivers park
		 Quote box of random parking stories
		

